In recent years, Whole Earth Telescope observations led to determination of mass and luminosity for the majority of the GW Vir pulsators. We find that pulsators of low mass have higher luminosity, suggesting the range of instability is highly mass-dependent. The observed trend of decreasing periods with decreasing luminosity matches a decrease in the maximum (standing-wave) <7-mode period across the instability strip. We show that the red edge can in fact be caused by the driving period increasing beyond the maximum sustainable period of standing waves.
INTRODUCTION
The stars known to occupy the transition region between the planetary nebula nucleus track and the upper end of the white dwarf cooling sequence has grown over the last two decades. The most important discovery was the spectral class called the PG 1159 stars. Over two dozen are known, ranging in T e ff from over 170 000 K down to 80 000 K. About half are central stars of planetary nebula. The most evolved PG1159 stars merge with the logg and T e ff of the hottest normal white dwarfs. This class thus forms a complete evolutionary sequence from PNN to the white dwarf cooling track (Werner 1995 , Dreizler & Huber 1998 .
About half of the PG 1159 stars are pulsating variable stars, spread over the entire range of log g and T e ff occupied by members of the spectral class. This represents the widest instability "strip" (temperature-wise) in the H-R diagram. Central star variables are usually denoted as PNNV stars (planetary nebula nucleus variables). Variable PG 1159 stars with no nebula make up the GW Virginis (or simply GW Vir) stars. PG 1159 thus serves as the prototype for both a spectroscopic class and a class of variable stars.
BACKGROUND
The set of periods excited to detectable limits in pre-white dwarf stars is determined by the interplay of several processes. The first is the driving mechanism. Second is the response of the star to driving. A pulsating pre-white dwarf (PWD) star is essentially a (spherically symmetric) resonant cavity, capable of sustained vibration at a characteristic set of frequencies. The possible pulsation periods are determined by the structure of the star, its mass and luminosity, as well as the thickness of its surface layers. In the "asymptotic limit" that n I, the periods of consecutive modes should obey the approximate relation where II n is the g-mode period for a given value of n, and n 0 is a constant that depends on the overall structure of the star (see, e.g., Tassoul 1980 , Kawaler 1986 ).
Equation (1) implies that modes of a given i should form a sequence based upon a fundamental period spacing All = Ho/y/l(t + 1)-This is the overall pattern identified by various investigators in the lightcurves of most of the GW Vir stars. Once a period spacing is identified, we can compare this spacing to those computed in models to decipher the star's structure. Kawaler (1986) found that the parameter IIo in static PWD models is dependent primarily on the overall stellar mass, with a weak dependence on luminosity.
But what is the relationship between driving and the range of periods we observe? Cox (1980) showed that the approximate dominantly driven pulsation period is determined by the thermal timescale of the driving zone: Here r t h is the thermal timescale, c v is the heat capacity, and rridz is the mass above the driving zone. This equation gives the approximate time it takes the star to radiate away -via its normal luminosty, L -the energy contained in the layers above the region in question.
Consider the question of whether a given zone can drive pulsation near a certain period. If the driving zone is too shallow, then the thermal timescale is shorter than the pulsation period. Any excess heat is radiated away before the compression increases significantly. Thus, it can't do work to create mechanical oscillations on the timescale in question. If the driving zone is too deep (r t h > II), then excess heat built up during contraction is not radiated away quickly enough during expansion; it then works against the next contraction cycle. Of course, this relationship is only approximate, and other factors might intervene to limit pulsation to periods far from those implied by Equation (2).
One such factor is the range of pulsation modes a star can sustain in the form of standing waves. Hansen, Winget & Kawaler (1985) showed that there is a maximum period for white dwarf and PWD stars above which oscillations will propagate only as running waves that quickly damp out. They attempt to calculate this maximum gmode period, n max , to explain the observed trend of ZZ Ceti periods with T e ff. We can recast their equations (6) where R is the stellar radius, fi represents the mean molecular weight, and £ is the pulsation index introduced earlier. For a complete derivation of these equations, see O'Brien (2000) .
OBSERVED TRENDS IN THE PG1159 PULSTATORS
It has been known for some time that the PWD pulsators exhibit a clear observational trend: their periods decrease with decreasing luminosity (increasing surface gravity). Fig. 1 shows the luminosity versus dominant period (that is, the period of the largest amplitude mode) for the five PWD stars which have so far yielded to asteroseismological scrutiny: the GW Vir stars PG 1159 (Winget et al. 1991) , PG 2131 (Kawaler et al. 1995), and PG0122 (O'Brien et al. 1998) , and the central star of the planetary nebula NGC 1501 (Bond et al. 1996) , and RXJ2117 (Vauclair et al. 1998 ). The trend apparent in the figure is in marked contrast to the one seen in the ZZ Ceti (variable DA white dwarf) stars, which show longer periods with lower T e ff. The ZZ Ceti period trend is generally attributed to the changing thermal timescale in the driving zone, which sinks deeper (to longer timescales) as the star cools. If the same effect determines the periods in GW Vir and PNNV stars, then Fig. 1 might be taken to indicate that the driving zone becomes more shallow with decreasing T e ff. PWD models show this is not the case. We conclude that some other mechanism must be responsible for setting the dominant period in PWD variables.
What other trends exhibited by PWD stars might shed light on this mystery? Table 1 summarizes the parameters determined from asteroseismology for the stars from Fig. 1 . All five show patterns of equal period spacing very close to 21 s. This is a remarkable trend, or more accurately, a remarkable lack of a trend! If these stars follow the narrow mass distribution observed in white dwarf stars, then the period spacing is expected to increase with decreasing T e ffas they evolve from the blue to the red edge of the instability strip. Observationally, this is not the case.
Two stars with a coincident period spacing -despite widely different mass and luminosity -might simply be curious. In fact all five PWDs with relatively certain period spacing determinations have the same spacing to within 2 s, or 10%. This includes the central star of NGC 1501, which has a luminosity over three orders of magnitude larger than that of PG0122. Hence, NGC 1501 must have an even lower mass than PG 1159 by comparison.
Why should the PWD instability strip apparently straddle a line of approximately constant period spacing? Normally, theorists search for explanations for the observed boundaries (the red and blue edges) of an instability strip based on the behavior of a proposed pulsation mechanism. That behavior is determined by the thermal properties of a PWD star, while its period spacing is determined by its mechanical structure. The mass-luminosity relationship along the instability strip must be caused by some process -or combination of processes -other than the driving mechanism, a process which approximately coincides with the relationship that governs the period spacing. This mechanism must shut off observable pulsation in low mass PWDs before they reach low temperature, and delay observable pulsation in higher mass PWDs until they reach low temperature.
To understand the two important trends uncovered in the hot pulsating PWDs, we appeal to stellar models. Models have been essential for exploiting the seismological observation of individual stars. For this work, though, we needed models over the entire range of the GW Vir stellar parameters of mass and luminosity. Our principal computational tool is the stellar evolution program ISUEVO, which is described in some detail by Dehner (1996; see also Dehner & Kawaler 1995) . ISUEVO is a "standard" stellar evolution code that is optimized for the construction of models of PWDs and white dwarfs (for details see O'Brien 2000). 
THE n VERSUS T eff TREND
As mentioned previously (and as we show in Section 5, below), the depth of an ionization-based driving zone increases -moves to larger thermal timescales -with decreasing T e ff for PWD stars of a given mass. This implies a period trend opposite to that observed in Fig.l .
What other mechanisms might affect the observed periods? One such mechanism is the changing value of the maximum sustainable <7-mode period, II max . For the ZZ Ceti stars, n max probably does not influence the period distribution much, since from Eqs. (3) and (4) it increases through the ZZ Ceti instability strip. In PWDs, however, the R dependence in Eq. (3) must be taken into account; we cannot be certain that the trend implied by a lengthening driving timescale won't find itself at odds with a decreasing II max . Fig. 2 shows the run of n max versus T e ff for PWD model sequences of different mass.
Clearly, II max decreases significantly as models evolve along all three sequences, with high-mass stars exhibiting a smaller n max than lowmass stars at all T e ff.
These two effects, when combined with the PWD mass distribution, imply that II max should plummet precipitously with decreasing L in stars shown in Fig. 1 . For example, the ratio of II max for PG 1159 to that of PG 0122 is expected to be ~ 1.42 :1, while the ratio of their observed dominant periods is 540 :400 = 1.35 :1. The period distribution seen in Fig. 1 is thus consistent with the idea that the value of n max determines the dominant period in GWVir stars. As we will see in the next section, II max probably also plays an important part in determining the more fundamental question of when a given star is likely to pulsate. (2) implies that the dominant period should increase in response to the deepening driving zone, as long as other amplitude limiting effects do not intervene. Fig. 2 shows how one particular effect -the decreasing maximum period -might reverse the trend connected to driving zone depth, and the observed periods of GW Vir stars supports the suggestion that n ma x is the key factor in setting the dominant period. While n max limits the range of periods that can respond to driving, r t h in the driving zone limits the periods that can be driven. However, r t h increases steadily for all GWVir stars, and n max decreases steadily. Eventually, therefore, every pulsator will reach a state where r t h > n max over the entire extent of the driving zone. In such a state, the star can no longer respond to driving at all, and pulsation will cease. If n max remains the most important amplitude limiting factor for stars approaching the red edge, then the red edge itself could be caused by the situation just described.
We can test this idea by asking if it leads to the kind of massdependent red edge we see. To answer this question, we need to know how the depth of the driving zone (as measured by r t h) changes with respect to n max for stars of various mass. Fig. 3 Fig. 3 . Driving strength, dk/dr > 0, for three different model sequences at three different effective temperatures. Vertical lines represent the maximum (/-mode period at which the star can respond to driving.
A couple of important trends are clear in the figure. First, the driving zone in models of a given mass sinks to longer r t h, and gets larger and stronger, with decreasing T e ff. In the absence of other effects, this trend would lead to ever increasing periods of larger and larger amplitude as T e ff decreases. Meanwhile, II max changes more moderately, moving toward slightly shorter timescales with decreasing T e ff and increasing mass. If we make the somewhat crude assumption that the effective driving zone consists only of those parts of the full driving zone with r t h < n max , then a picture of the red edge emerges. At T e g =144 000 K, the driving zone is relatively unaffected in all three model sequences. As T e ff decreases, and the driving zone sinks to longer r t h, the II max -imposed limit encroaches on the driving zone more and more for every mass. Thus the longer periods, while driven, are eliminated, moving the locus of power to shorter periods than would be seen if II max was not a factor. Eventually, all the driven periods are longer than the maximum period at which a star can respond, and pulsation ceases altogether. This is the red edge.
Pulsations will not shut down at the same T e ff in stars of every mass. High mass models retain more of their effective driving zones than low mass models at a given T e ff. This occurs because at a given T e ff, the top of the driving zone moves toward the surface (to smaller r t h) with increasing mass. This effect of decreasing r t h at the top of the driving zone outstrips the trend to lower II max with increasing mass. The result is that, at 78 000 K, the driving zone in the 0.57 M© model (upper panel of Fig. 3 ) has moved to timescales entirely above the n max limit, while the 0.63 M© model (appropriate for PG0122: see the bottom panel in Fig. 3 ) still produces significant driving at thermal timescales below II max .
Recall from Table 1 that GW Vir stars of lower T e ff have higher mass. Why? We can now give an answer: at low T e ff, the low mass stars have stopped pulsating because they only drive periods longer than those at which they can respond to pulsation! Higher mass stars have shallower ionization zones (at a given T e ff) that still drive periods shorter than the maximum allowed p-mode period, even at low T e ff. This causes the red edge to move to higher mass with decreasing luminosity and T e ff, the same trend followed by lines of constant period spacing. The interplay between driving zone depth and n max enforces the strikingly small range of period spacings (All ~ 21.5 s) seen in Table 1 .
CONCLUSIONS
The PWD instability strip is severely sloped toward lower T e ff with stellar mass increasing down the instability strip. To understand this sloped instability strip, we needed information inherent in the other fundamental observed trend: the dominant period in PWD pulsators decreases with decreasing luminosity. We found that the observed dominant period is correlated with the theoretical maximum g-mode period, II max . If II max is a factor in determining the range of periods observed in pulsating PWD stars, then it should play a role in determining when pulsation ceases, because the driving zone tends to drive longer and longer periods in models of given mass as the models evolve to lower T e g. At low enough temperatures, the driving zone is only capable of driving periods longer than n max , and pulsations should then cease. .Since the top of the driving zone moves to shorter timescales with increasing mass, and does so faster than II max decreases with increasing mass, higher mass models should pulsate at lower T e ff than lower mass models. This behavior is compatible with the observed slope of the red edge in the log 9 VS. log T eff plane.
